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Appendix A: eFarm enhancements
There were various enhancements made to eFarm throughout the project. Below, a screen
capture of eFarm reports or applications that were enhanced are briefly described and
shown.
Sample of a Mating Plan

The Group Mating Plan is a version of computer dating for pigs. It is used by commercial
breeders to see the genetic values for potential crossbred progeny born from purebred
sows and boars. Users can click on the ‘Help’ link at the top right corner of their screen
for more information on how to use the Group Mating Tool.
Sample of Active Sows

This report was developed for users to list all active sows and gilts with their current
status in the herd that have not died, been culled or sold. The report shows the sows and
gilts along with their within herd ID (if available), the date of last event that was recorded
for the sow and the number of days since the last event.
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Sample of Piglet Deaths Analysis

The piglet death analysis report is a management tool that the commercial producer can
use to track productivity measures in their herd along with mortality rates in piglets prior
to weaning in their herd.
Vaccine Record Keeping

The Vaccine report was developed as a tool that will allow users to be up to date on their
vaccination protocol in their herd. Data on vaccinations and treatments are entered using
the eFarm application Treat/Vaccinate. In the eFarm reports section, users can then
generate a report on vaccine records for animals in their herd.
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Sample of a Farrowing Rate Report

The Farrowing Rate Report is a diagnostic tool that users can use to study problems that
arise in sows after they have been served, non productive days as well as farrowing rates.
Across the top, this report lists the Service Date, the number of sows served during the
time period(S), the number of sows presumed pregnant during each of the 16 weeks of
gestation, the number of sows that farrowed (F) as well as the predicted farrowing date.
Sample of Sale Records

The report entitled ‘Sale Records’ lists all animals within a specified time period that
have been sold to other commercial swine producers. The users simply select their herd
from the scroll down menu and enter the date range to see the list of all animals from
their herds that were sold within a specific timeframe.
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Sample of Sow Card

Sow cards provide breeders and producers the most important information about a sow.
Sow card report lists the sire and the dam of the sow, the number of parities and
associated productivity data with these farrowings and genetic values for some
economically important traits. Users may also print the sow cards to affix the information
about the sows above her pen.
Sample of Boar Usage Report

The boar usage report is a tool that can be used by commercial breeders to study the
number of matings per boar within a specific time frame. It can help users to identify if
boars are overused or underused within a herd.
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Commercial Trends Report

Another interesting report that was developed is a ‘Commercial Trends’ report. The flow
of genetics along with genetic improvements made at the breeder is passed down to
multiplier and commercial herds.
The report provides commercial breeders with a tool to view the genetic trends in F1
crosses in their multiplication herds over time. The entry dates of the purebred animals
into a multiplier herd are used as the time of entry to generate the estimated EBVs from
purebred animals. Each animal receives 50% of the genes from its father and 50% from
its mother and predicted EBVs are calculated as an average of the EBVs for both parents
(as shown in the Figure below).
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The predicted EBVs for F1 crosses are then used to predict the estimated genetic values
in commercial hogs by using the respective estimated genetic values for the terminal sire
and for the F1 dams (genetic trend of market hogs in a commercial herd).
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Appendix B: eFarm Data entry Screens
Open your web browser to www.ccsi.ca

1. Choose your language.

2. Select “Member Services” from the top menu.
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3. Enter your “Username” and “Password” (Assigned by CCSI).

4. Various functions are listed across the top of the page. Mouse over “eFarm”
for a list of eFarm functions.

5. Mouse over “Entry” for a list of eFarm data entry screens that you wish to work
in.
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You will find the most common data entry screens are covered in this manual.

Section:
1. By Sow/Boar
2. Animals
3. Treat Vaccinate
4. Service
5. Pregnancy Check
6. Abortions
7. Litters
8. Tattoos
9. Transfers
10. Weaning
11. Probes
12. Animal defects
13. Litter Defects
14. Gilt Pool
15. Teats
16. Conformation
17. Meat Quality
18. Locations
19. Cull Animals
20. Mortality
21. Litter Mortality
22. Sale
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eFarm
Section: 1 “By Sow/Boar”
This application is your one stop shop for updating information on a given animal.
Simply enter the animal’s identifier (tattoo or within herd ID) in the box below the one
entitled ‘Identification’ and select under ID Type the type of identifier you entered before
clicking on Go!
Once the identifier is entered, the animal’s information will appear on the screen
including: Tattoo, Sex, Sire, Dam, Breed, Name, Date of birth and Herd.
For boars and barrows (males), the following tabs will be listed under the above
mentioned information:
Identification

Tattoos

Treat/Vaccinate

Teats

Location

Probes

Defects

Mortality

Cull

For sows and gilts (females), the following tabs will be listed under the pig’s
information.

Identification

Service

Preg Check

Abortions

Litters

Tattoos

Transfers

Weaning

Treat/Vaccinate

Teats

Location

Probes

-Defects

Litter Defects

Mortality

Litter Mortality

Cull
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Identification
When clicking on this tab, you will see, add and edit (if necessary) the following
information:
The herd of the animal
The tattoo
The within herd ID
Sire
Dam
Birth date
Breed (select from drop down menu)
Sex (select from drop down menu)
Status (select from drop down menu)
Comment
The ‘AKA’ stands for “Also known as”. You can also see in the corresponding boxes,
the CLRC registration as well as the PigTrace Unique ID from the Canadian Pork
Council.
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Tattoos
When clicking on the ‘Tattoos’ tab, you can create tattoos for piglets born from a
given sow or boar. Depending on the sex of the animal, the tattoo will be already
entered in the sow or sire box. You simply have to enter the herd in which the litter
was born, the herd letters, the sire or the dam and the litter date. This first step will
verify that the litter exists in CCSI’s database.
The second step is to create the tattoos of the litter. For this, users need to enter the
following information:
Herd letters
Status of the sow
Litter number
First number of the litter
Number of males in the litter
Number of females in the litter
Order in which animals are tattooed (select from drop down menu)
And then click on ‘Generate’ to create the tattoos for the animals in the litter. The
tattoos for the litter will appear in the columns below.
You can also create IDs for piglets one by one by entering a tattoo, selecting the sex
of the piglet (including barrows) and clicking on “Add”. You can then save the
tattoos of the animals in the litter by clicking on the “Save” button at the bottom of
the screen.

See Section 8 (p. 44) on Tattoos for more information
on generating tattoos for animals.
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Treat/Vaccinate
The ‘Treat/Vaccinate’ tab allows users to enter data on
treatments and vaccines administered to animals in their
herd. The users simply have to enter the animal’s ID (tattoo
or within herd ID), the treatment date, the type of treatment
administered (select from scroll down menu), the number of
treatment doses administered, the technician that treated the
animal and comments.

See Section 3(p.37) on Treatments/Vaccinations for more information.

Teats
Users can also enter ‘teat’ information on animals in their herd. The minimum amount of
information that needs to be entered is the record date (when the number of teats was
recorded), the technician, the total number of teats and the number of functional teats.
Other teat information that can be recorded is the number of inverted, small or intercalary
teats, as well as teat quality score and teat location score. Select the teat quality score and
the location score from the drop down menu under the respective heading.

Once the teat information is entered, this
shown in diagram below.

icon will appear besides the animal ID as

See Section 15 (p.54) on Teats for more information.
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Location
With eFarm, you can now track where your pigs are in a barn, room and pen. This
application also enables users to track the transfer of pigs from one building, room or pen
and to enter a comment associated with the event.

See Section 18 (p.59) on Locations for more information.
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Probes
When clicking on the “Probes” page, it enables users to enter the scanning data from the
individual pig. From the scroll down menu, select the technician’s name that completed
the scanning, the herd name, type of machine used, site at which scanning measures were
recorded, the mode of the probe and the unit of measurement of the weight of pigs
(kilograms or pounds).
Users have to enter the probe date. They can select the date by clicking on the little
calendar as well as the herd letters. Mgmt Group refers to the management group. A
management group is a group of animals that have been managed uniformly so that all
animals within that group have an equal opportunity to express their genetic potential.
For more information on management groups, please click on the following link:
https://www.ccsi.ca/main.cfm?target_page=manqind. Users can enter the management
group information before clicking on “Continue”.

When the probe information is once entered, this
animals tattoo as shown in diagram below.

icon will appear besides the

See Section 11 (p.48) entitled Probes for more information.
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Defects
The “Defects” application, allows users to enter on specific animals, defects if there are
will appear
any. When a defect is selected from the scroll down menu, a red fish
next to the animal’s ID and also his or her litter mates. A comment box allows users to
enter additional information if necessary.

See Section 12 (p.51) on animal defects for more information.
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Mortality
Users can also enter mortality data on pigs in their herd by simply clicking on the
“Mortality” tab on the “By sow/boar” submenu in eFarm. Users enter the death date of
the animal and its approximate weight in kilograms (optional). Then from the scroll down
menu under the “Reason” heading they can select the cause of death. Users may also
enter and whether the pig was euthanized or not. There are over 40 different causes of
death available to choose from. Users can also enter a comment related to the event in the
box under the “Comment” heading.

Once the information is entered, when users enter the deceased pig’s tattoo in the
application, a tombstone

will appear as an icon near the pig’s tattoo as shown below.

See Sections 20 and 21 (pages 61-62) for
more information on recording mortality data in eFarm.
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Cull
When users click on the “Cull” tab, a form will appear where they can enter the date of
culling, the reason for culling (up to 24 reasons) as well as a comment for the event
(optional). Once the information is entered, a tombstone
tattoo.

will appear next to the pig’s

See Section 19 (page 60) for more information
on recording cull data in eFarm.
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Service (for sows and gilts only)
When clicking on this tab, users can enter the date on which a sow was serviced, its
parity, the mating type by selecting it from the scroll down menu, the sire used in the
mating. Users can select whether the sow is pregnant and the number of services that
were required.

See Section 4 (page 38) for more information
on recording service data in eFarm.

Preg Check (for sows and gilts only)
The Preg Check application allows users to enter the serviced gilt or sow’s status when a
pregnancy check is completed on the animal. Under results, users can select from the
scroll down menu the following three options: ‘positive’ which means the sow is
pregnant, ‘negative’ which means the animal is not pregnant or ‘inconclusive’.

See Section 5 (page 39) for more information
on recording pregnancy check results in eFarm.
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Abortions (for sows and gilts only)
The ‘Abortions’ tab allows breeders and producers to record information on abortions.
Users enter the following information on the main page of the application and then click
on Continue.
Date of the abortion
Induced? (Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from the drop down menu)
Technician
Comment

Users can then enter the specific information on a sow on the next page as shown below.

Note: Users can only enter an abortion record for a given sow if the service data for
that sow or gilt was entered previously.

See Section 6 (page 40) for more information
on recording abortion data in eFarm.
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Litters (for sows and gilts only)
When users click on the ‘Litters’ tab, they can enter following data:

Date of birth of a new litter
Parity of the sow
Number of piglets born alive,
Number of stillborn piglets (dead at birth),
Number of mummies (piglets that died during gestation and look like mummies),
Number of piglets alive after 24 hours
Assistance (Users using the scroll down menus can enter if assistance was
required during farrowing. This can include entries to pull out one or numerous
piglets or to separate the piglets from the afterbirth. – select appropriate
information from drop down menu)
Induced litter? (An induced litter refers to whether a sow was given medication to
induce farrowing - Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from drop down menu)
Oxytocin used? (Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from drop down menu)
Litter weight at birth
Please note this section can only be completed if the service information was previously
entered into eFarm via the “By Sow/Boar” page or the “Service” page.
See Section 7 (page 41) for more information
on recording litter data in eFarm.
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Transfers (for sows and gilts only)

When users click on the ‘Transfers’ tab in the By Sow/Boar application, they can enter
the transfer from piglets to or from a sow. The following information will need to be
entered:
Sow’s ID
Date of transfer of piglets
Reason for transfer
Number of piglets transferred
ID of the recipient sow/former sow
Comment
Please note this section can only be completed if the litter information was previously
entered into eFarm via the “By Sow/Boar” page or the “Litters” page.
See Section 9 (page 46) for more information
on recording transfer data in eFarm.
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Weaning (for sows and gilts only)
The weaning tab allows users to enter the weaning information of a litter. The
following information needs to be entered.
Sow ID
Weaning date
Pigs weaned (the number of pigs weaned)
Number of pigs after transfer
Weight of litter at weaning
Date that litter was weighed

See Section 10 (page 47) for more information
on recording transfer data in eFarm.
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Litter Defects (for sows and gilts only)
The ‘Litter Defects’ and ‘Litter Mortality’ tabs are similar to the ‘Mortality’ tab that was
described previously (see page 14). Litter defects refer to defects that are seen in some of
the piglets within a litter. They include scrotal hernias, splay legs, hermaphrodites,
cryptorchidism and hyperostosis. Users can select the appropriate defect from the drop
down menu as shown below.
Litter defects entry screen

Once a defect is selected from the scroll down menu, a red fish
the animal’s ID and also his or her littermates.
See Section 13 (page 52) for more information
on recording litter defects data in eFarm.

will appear next to
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Litter Mortality (for sows and gilts only)
Litter mortality records are slightly different than individual mortality records. The litter
mortality refers to deaths that occur prior to weaning; when the piglet is still nursing from
the sow. Users need to enter the following information:
Sow ID (tattoo or within herd ID)
Date of birth of litter
Cause of death (Select the cause by clicking on the drop down menu under the
‘Cause of death’ heading)
Date of death
Number of pigs affected
Weight of dead pig(s)
Comment

Litter Mortality entry screen

Once the information is entered, when users enter the sow ID in Pigs On The Web, for
example, a tombstone
will appear as an icon near the pig’s ID as shown below and
users can click on the tombstone to see the mortality details.

See Section 21 (page 62) for more information
on recording litter mortality data in eFarm.
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Section 2: Animals
Use this tool to create individual Animals into eFarm using within herd IDs or tattoos.

You can use this page to enter “default” information. A herd must be selected. All data
pertaining to individual pigs can be entered on the next page.

Enter all fields to create an individual pig in the database. To create a full litter, use
“Tattoos” under the eFarm menu. Please note that full litters can currently only be created
using Tattoos as an ID. It will not work for Within Herd IDs.
Note: Within herd ID are used as a means of identifying individual animals in farms
where the tattooing system is not used. An animal must have a unique within herd ID in a
herd and a birth date. If two animals are created with an identical within herd ID within
the same birth year, an error will pop up to advise the user that an animal already exists
in the database with the same within herd ID. For example, you can’t have an animal
with a within herd ID 1234 born in January 2010 and another 1234 born in July 2010.
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Section 3: Treat Vaccinate
Use this function to enter pig treatments and vaccinations. If more than one pig is being
treated on a specific day, users can enter the treatment date on the first page as well as
select their preferred type of ID before clicking on Continue.

Complete the default fields for data entry. The treatment date refers to the date on which
an animal was treated or vaccinated. The treatment/vaccination can be selected from the
drop down menu. The dose refers to the number of treatments that were needed to treat
the animal. Users can also enter the technician name or ID number for management
purposes. If the herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters
are prefixed to the tattoo so you can enter a tattoo such as 1805S.

Enter complete tattoo number, treatment date, type of treatment and number of doses.
You must tab through each item entered to have it validated before you go to the next
field.
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Section 4: Service
Use this function to enter a service into eFarm for a sow or gilt. All fields are optional but
it is strongly recommended to choose a herd from the drop down menu. Users can use
this page to enter “default” information. All individual data can be entered on the next
page.

The ‘Sow’ heading refers to the sow within herd ID or tattoo. The service date is the date
on which the sow was served. There are several different mating types: Users can select
the appropriate mating type from the drop down menu. The ‘Boar’ heading refers to the
sire used for the service (tattoo or within herd ID can be used if available). The breed
refers to the breed of the sow. The ‘Pregnant’ heading refers to whether or not the sow is
pregnant as a result of the service and ‘No. Services’ refers to the number of services (or
semen doses used for a given insemination).

Enter the service data into the fields. You must tab through your selections for them to
be saved in the database and viewable in eFarm.
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Section 5: Pregnancy Check
The pregnancy check application is a tool in eFarm that enables users to enter the results
of pregnancy checks for management purposes. This tool can be used to enter pregnancy
check results on multiple sows in a herd. If the pregnancy check date is entered on the
entry screen, the date will appear as a default on the subsequent page when users click on
‘Continue’. If the herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters
are prefixed to the tattoo so you can enter a tattoo such as 1805S.

All individual data on sows can be entered on the next page. Users enter the sow tattoo or
sow within herd ID, pregnancy check date, results and comments into the fields. For the
information to be saved in CCSI’s database, users must tab through each field for them
to be saved. The records entered in the boxes will turn light grey from black when users
tab through to the row below.
.

There are also two icons at the beginning of each row that allow users to list
the pregnancy check records for a given sow once the ID of the sow is
entered. The red X allows users to delete, if necessary, a pregnancy check
record that was previously entered and saved.
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Section 6: Abortions
Users can use the Abortions application in eFarm to enter abortion information on sows.
If the herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters are prefixed
to the tattoo so you can enter a tattoo such as 1805S.

If abortions on multiple sows are being entered, users can simply click on ‘Continue’ and
enter the individual sow abortion data as well.

There are also two icons at the beginning of each row that allow users to
list the abortion records for a given sow once the sow’s ID is entered. The
red X allows users to delete, if necessary, an abortion record that was
previously entered and saved, which can be useful if the wrong sow ID or
date was entered for example.
Users must enter sow tattoo number or her within herd ID if available, abortion date,
whether the abortion was induced, technician name or number and a comment (optional).
Users must tab through to the next row to save the data entered in the previous row.
When saved, the data will turn from black to grey in the boxes.
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Section 7: Litters
The Litters eFarm application is the place where users go to enter litter data. The
information that is entered in this application will be used for both management and
genetic evaluation purposes.
Users simply select their herd by clicking on the scroll down menu, and enter the default
litter date (optional) and select an ID type. The litter date can also be entered on the next
page if different dates are to be entered at one time. The user can also decide on whether
to include the management group. A management group is a group of sows of the same
breed that are managed under identical rearing conditions. For instance, if the farm uses
batch management, the batch number can be used as the management group ID. If the
herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters are prefixed to the
tattoo so you can enter a tattoo such as 1805S. Users can also select the number of rows
they would like to have shown on the next page depending on the amount of information
to be entered (15, 25 or 50). Users then click on ‘Continue’ to go to the next page.

Users must enter the following information in their respective fields.
Sow ID (sow tattoo or within herd ID)
Litter date (Enter the farrowing date of the sow in YYYYMMDD format or click on
the calendar to select the correct date)
Mgmt group (if ‘Yes’ was selected from the drop down menu on the previous
page)
Parity (the number of times the sow has farrowed)
Pigs born alive (Number of pigs born alive). This includes all piglets born to a
sow at a single parity including piglets dead at the first time the litter is observed
but showing evidence of breathing after birth.
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Stillborn (Number of pigs dead at birth). The number of stillborn piglets refers to
the number of dead piglets at farrowing or at the first time the litter is observed
for unattended litters. This number should not include piglets that died but
showed evidence of breathing at birth. Stillborn piglets are found usually at the
rear of the sow in the farrowing crate. The number of stillborn piglets doesn’t
include mummified piglets.
Mummies (Number of dead piglets (foetuses) that are born degenerate
(discoloured and shrivelled), showing that they have died some time before
farrowing)
Alive at 24 hours (Number of pigs alive at 24 hours after birth or at transfer of
piglets): The number of piglets still alive the day after farrowing (day 1), observed
as close as possible to 24 hours after farrowing, and before any cross fostering.
Piglets dying from accidental reasons independent from the sow, for example by
getting stuck in the farrowing pen, should be counted as piglets alive after 24
hours.
Assistance (Farrowing assistance may influence reproductive performance,
especially early piglet survival. It may go from none (for no assistance or
unattended farrowing), removal of piglets from afterbirth, one entry or several
entries to the sow.)
Induced litter? (If medication was given to the sow to induce the farrowing
process, choose ‘Yes’ from the drop down menu or else, click ‘No’.)
Oxytocin used? (If oxytocin was administered to the sow to cut down the
farrowing time and interval between piglets, select ‘Yes’ from the drop down
menu or else, click ‘No’)
Weight (the weight of the litter in kilograms): Actual weight of the entire litter on
the day of farrowing (day 0) or the day after (day 1). Litter weight includes
stillborn piglets and piglets born alive. It is expressed to the nearest tenth of a
kilogram.
Comment (A comment by the user may be entered for reference)
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Once the litter information is entered in a row, clicking on
the first icon below in front of the row where the data was
entered will allow users to generate tattoos for that litter.
The clipboard icon allows users to list existing litter
records for the sow entered on that row. The red ‘X’ icon allows users to delete the litter
record where erroneous information was entered.
For the information to be saved in CCSI’s database, users must tab through each field for
them to be saved. The records entered in the boxes will turn light grey from black when
users tab through to the row below.
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Section 8: Tattoos
The Tattoos application in eFarm is used to generate tattoos for piglets that were born. A
litter must have been created using the Litters application in eFarm previously to create
tattoos for animals born in that litter.

Users select their herd from the drop down menu, the sow tattoo, date of birth of the litter
as well as the sire tattoo before clicking on ‘Continue’.

Users enter the herd letters, the first tattoo number within the litter and the number of
males and females within the litter and the order in which females and males were
tattoed. Click “Generate” to list tattoos. The tattoos for males, females and barrows will
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appear in the bottom box entitled litter. Users can then check the data for accuracy and
click on save. If there is an error found, users can click on the erroneous tattoo to remove
the tattoo from the list. Users can also create tattoos by entering the entire tattoo in the
box, by selecting the sex from the drop down menu and by clicking on add. The tattoo
will appear under the males, females and barrows depending on the sex selected.
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Section 9: Transfers
The Transfers application in eFarm is used to record the transfer of piglets on or off a
sow.

If the transfer date is entered it will appear as a default in the transfer date field on the
second page after users have clicked on Continue. If the herd letters are entered and the
ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters are prefixed to the tattoo so you can enter a tattoo
such as 1805S. Users can also select the number of rows they would like to have shown
on the next page depending on the amount of information to be entered (15, 25 or 50).

Enter complete sow tattoo or within herd ID, transfer date, transfer reason,
number of piglets involved in the transfer, recipient sow and weight of
piglet(s). Since the maternal environment changes rapidly, no transfers
should be made 5 days after farrowing. There are also two icons at the
beginning of each row that allow users to list the transfer records for a given sow once
the sow’s ID is entered. The red X allows users to delete, if necessary, a transfer record
that was previously entered and saved, which can be useful if the wrong sow ID or
transfer date was entered for example.
Users must tab through to the next row to save the data entered in the previous row.
When saved, the data will fade from black to grey in the boxes.
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Section 10: Weaning
The ‘Weaning’ application in eFarm enables users to enter weaning information. Users
select their herd from the drop down menu. The herd letters and weaning dates are
optional. If the herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters are
prefixed to the tattoo so you can enter a tattoo such as 1805S. Users can also select the
number of rows they would like to have shown on the next page depending on the
amount of information to be entered (15, 25 or 50).

All individual data can be entered on the next page. The sow ID (tattoo or within herd ID)
is entered, followed by the weaning date (date on which the weaning event takes place).
The number of pigs weaned refers to the total number of pigs weaned by a sow at a single
parity. In the ‘No. After Transfer’ column, users need to enter the number of transferred
piglets off the sow. The total weight at weaning is the actual weight of the entire litter
weighed between 14 and 38 days post farrowing. The litter weight at weaning is an
indicator of the sow’s maternal abilities and therefore must be measured prior to or at
weaning. The date weighed refers to the date on which the piglets are actually weighed.

There are two icons at the beginning of each row. The first icon, when
clicked, allows users to view previously entered weaning records for a sow
if the sow’s ID is entered in a box under the Sow heading. The second icon,
a red X, allows users to delete a weaning record for a sow if it was entered
and saved previously. The second icon is useful if users notice there was an
error made in the sow’s ID, litter weaning weight or weaning date.
Users must tab through to the next row to save the data entered in the previous row.
When saved, the data will fade from black to grey in the boxes.
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Section 11: Probes
The Probes application is used to enter scanning data for lean depth and backfat thickness
on pigs. This information will be used in genetic evaluations to generate estimated
genetic values for backfat and lean depth. The following information will need to be
entered:

The technician is a person that has been trained and accredited under the
Canadian Ultrasonic Certification Program to take ultrasound backfat and lean
depth measures.
Herd: Users select the herd in which the scanning of the pigs took place from the
drop down menu.
Probe date: The date on which the scanning event took place.

Machine used: The kind of ultrasound machine used for scanning.
The site on the pig at which the scanning has taken place. Backfat and lean depth
measures are recorded between the 3rd and the 4th last ribs on pigs.
The mode of the probe (A or B).
The unit of weight used: Users can select the unit of weight used at scanning in
kilograms (kg) or in pounds by choosing the appropriate unit from the drop down
menu.
Management group: A management group is a group of animals that have been
managed uniformly so that all animals within that group have an equal
opportunity to express their genetic potential. For more information on
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management
groups,
please
click
on
https://www.ccsi.ca/main.cfm?target_page=manqind.

the

following

link:

Herd letters: If the herd letters are entered, they will be prefixed to the tattoo so
you can enter a tattoo such as 1805S instead of writing out CCSI 1805S for
example.
Rows: The number of rows the user would like to see on the next page after
clicking on ‘Continue’. The options include 15, 25 or 50 rows and the number
selected depends on the number of pigs for which scanning data has been
recorded.
Pen: Users can select if they would like to include pen information (yes) or if they
would like to exclude this information (no) when entering the scanning data.
Once users have entered all the information above, they can click on continue.

On the second page the user must enter the following information.
The scanned animal’s tattoo, birth date, sex and breed
The probe weight (scanning weight) in kilograms: Animals are to be weighed at
the same time as the ultrasonic backfat and lean measurements are taken. The
weight is referred to as the scan weight and is used in the calculations for age to
100kg, backfat and lean depth at 100 kilograms. The weights of pigs at scanning
should be recorded to the nearest tenth of a kilogram using certified ultrasound
equipment.
Left fat: Backfat is measured ultrasonically on the live animal using a longitudinal
scan between the third and the fourth last ribs, about five centimeters off the
midline using certified ultrasound equipment..
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Left lean: Lean depth is measured ultrasonically on the live animal using a
longitudinal scan between the third and the fourth last ribs, about five centimeters
off the midline.
The next five columns are automatically computed when the data entered in the first
seven fields are validated.
Adjusted fat: The backfat adjusted to a 100kg live weight equivalent must be
calculated since it is usually not possible to weigh animals exactly at 100kg. If
weighed within a set weight range (75 to 140kg), an animal’s backfat can be
adjusted to a 100kg live weight equivalent using the actual backfat, weight, breed
and sex of the animal.
Adjusted age: The number of days required to reach 100kg must be calculated
since it is usually not possible to weigh animals at exactly 100kgs. If weighed
within a set weight range (75 to 140kg), an animal’s age can be adjusted to a
100kg live weight equivalent using the actual weight, age and sex of the animal.
Adjusted lean: The lean depth adjusted to a 100kg live weight equivalent must be
calculated since it is usually not possible to weigh animals exactly at 100 kgs. If
weighed within a set weight range (75 to 140kg), an animal’s lean depth can be
adjusted to a 100kg live weight equivalent using the actual lean depth, weight,
breed and sex of the animal.
Estimated loin eye area: The loin eye area is the surface of the loin cross section
at the grading site (between the 3rd and the 4th last ribs). It can be predicted at a
100kg live weight equivalent from ultrasonic backfat and lean depth
measurements on live pigs. Loin eye area is predicted using backfat and lean
depth adjusted to 100kgs and is expressed in cm2.
Estimated lean yield: Carcass lean yield at a 100kg live weight equivalent can be
predicted from ultrasonic measurements on live pigs. Ultrasonic backfat and lean
depth are good predictors of the carcass lean yield, which is defined as the
percentage of lean meat in the carcass, currently the basis for payment of pig
producers. Lean yield is predicted using backfat and lean depth measures adjusted
to 100kgs and are expressed in %.
Users must tab through to the next row to save the data entered in the previous row.
When saved, the data will fade from black to grey in the boxes. When users have
completed entering the scanning data, they can click on the ‘Run Evaluation’ button to
have estimated genetic values generated for lean depth, backfat, loin eye area and lean
yield. When the probe information is once entered, this
animals tattoo as shown in screen capture below.

icon will appear besides the
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Section 12: Animal Defects
Use this section to enter individual animal defects within eFarm. If the herd letters are
entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters are prefixed to the tattoo so that
users can enter a tattoo such as 1805S.

Users need to enter the animal’s tattoo or within herd ID. They can select the defect from
the drop down menu as well as enter a comment for reference. There are more than 40
defects to choose from.

Users must tab through to the next row to save the data entered in the previous row,
meaning that the data has been saved in database. When saved, the data will fade from
black to grey in the boxes.
Once a defect is selected from the scroll down menu, and the information saved in the
will appear next to the animal’s ID when users search for that
database, a red fish
animal in eFarm.
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Section 13: Litter Defects
The Litter Defects application in eFarm is where users enter defects affecting more than
one animal in a litter. The herd letters are optional. If the herd letters are entered and the
ID type is set to Tattoo, they are prefixed to the tattoo so that users can enter a tattoo such
as 1805S.

To enter litter mortality data, a litter record using eFarm litters must have been recorded
previously. Users need to enter the following information: sow ID, the litter date, the
number of pigs affected in a litter and if desired, a comment for reference. Users then
select the defect from the drop down menu under the ‘Defects’ heading.

Users must tab through to the next row to save the data entered in the previous
row. When saved, the data will fade from black to grey in the boxes. Once the
information is saved, users can still click on the red X icon at the beginning of
each row to delete a litter defect record for that row.
Once a defect is selected from the scroll down menu, and the information saved in the
will appear next to the progeny from that litter when users search
database, a red fish
for that animal in eFarm.
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Section 14: Gilt Pool
The Gilt Pool application in eFarm can be used to create a gilt pool. Users simply select
their herd on the main screen of the Gilt Pool application and an ID type (Tattoo or
within herd ID). The entry date into the gilt pool, and herd letters are optional fields. If
the herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, they are prefixed to the tattoo
so that users can enter a tattoo such as 1805S. Users click on ‘Continue’ to continue to
the next page.
Note: If users select ‘Yes’ under the Copy/Paste heading (if they plan on copying and
pasting their data from an Excel file for example), the entry date into the gilt pool
becomes a mandatory field. On the subsequent page, users simply have to copyt and
paste the animal’s tattoo into the box and click on the ‘Add button’ at the bottom of the
page to add gilts to the gilt pool. If ‘No’ is selected for ‘Copy/Paste?’ then the entry date
into the gilt pool is optional on the main page of the Gilt Pool application.

The gilt’s ID (tattoo or within
herd ID), the date she was
entered into the gilt pool and
if necessary a comment is
entered in the appropriate
boxes. Users must tab
through to the next row to
save the data entered in the
previous row. When saved,
the data will fade from black
to grey in the boxes.

Once the information is saved, users can still click on the red X icon at the
beginning of each row to delete a gilt from the gilt pool.
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Section 15: Teats
The Teats application in eFarm is used to enter the number of functional teats. All fields
are optional on the main page of the Teats application. If the herd letters are entered and
the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters are prefixed to the tattoo so that users can
enter a tattoo such as 1805S. Users click on ‘Continue’ to continue to the next page. All
information entered on the main page of the Teats application will be defaulted on the
subsequent page.
Date recorded refers to the date on which the teats were counted. The technician is the
person that counted the teats on the sows and gilts. The heading ‘Bonus info?’ refers to
additional information on teats that the user may want to enter on sows and gilts in their
herd.

If no bonus information is entered…

Users have to enter the complete gilt or sow
tattoo number or within herd ID, the date she
was viewed, the technician that viewed the
gilt/sow, the total number of teats counted and
the total functional teats.

If bonus information is entered…
Users
can
enter
additional teat data
such as the number of
inverted, intercalar,
and small teats as
well as enter teat
quality and teat location scores for each animal that is evaluated for teats.
Once the information is saved, you can still click on the red X icon at the
beginning of each row to delete the teat records for an animal. You must tab
through each box to the next row in order to save your data. The data will be
“ghosted” once it is saved in the database.
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Section 16: Conformation
The ‘Conformation’ application is used to enter conformation data on sows, boars and
gilts in eFarm. The technician field and the date recorded are mandatory fields on the
main page of the ‘Conformation’ application. If the herd letters are entered, they are
prefixed to the tattoo so that users can enter a tattoo such as 1805S instead of entering the
herd letters for each animal.
Conformation scores are an evaluation of physical traits that are evaluated visually by a
technician using a scoring system 1 to 5 with 3 being the ideal score. If ‘Include Toes?’ is
set to ‘Yes’, then additional columns will appear on the second page after clicking on
‘Continue’ where toe scores on inside toes and outside toes on the fore and hind legs can
be entered as well.

All individual data is entered on the next page. For more information on recording
conformation traits, users can go the following page on the CCSI website:
https://www.ccsi.ca/main.cfm?target_page=conformation. Users have to enter the pig’s
tattoo as well as the scores for the following traits:
Fore legs
o Side view
o Front view
o Pasterns
Hind legs:
o Side view
o Rear view
o Pasterns
Overall conformation score
If ‘Include Toes?’ is set to ‘Yes’

If ‘Include Toes?’ is set to ‘No’
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Users must tab through each box to the next row in order to save
their data. The data will be “ghosted” (fade from black to grey)
once it is saved in the database. There are two icons at the
beginning of each row. Users can click on the red X mark to delete
a conformation record for an animal that was previously saved.
The second icon is to edit conformation data that was previously
saved in the database.
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Section 17: Meat Quality
The Meat Quality application enables users to enter meat quality data on their own pigs.
The Plant (slaughter plant), the slaughter date and the technician name or ID that carried
out the meat quality measures at the plant are mandatory fields. Users must also select the
herd from which the pigs originated from (their herd). If the herd letters are entered, they
are prefixed to the tattoo so that users can enter a tattoo such as 1805S instead of entering
CCSI 1805S, for example.

The following information needs to be entered:
Tattoo of the animal
Hot carcass weight: This trait is measured in kilograms. It is the hot carcass
weight after bleeding and evisceration with head, tongue, leaf fat, kidneys, jowl,
feet and no trimmings.
Minolta L*, a* and b* values: These are reflectance measurements that are taken
in the loin muscle.
Loin pH: pH measures taken in the loin muscle of pigs, 24 hours after slaughter.
Marbling score: It is a measure of the marbling level according to the scale from
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (a to e) and/or the NPPC Scale (1 to 10).
Average of the measures completed on the anterior and posterior portion of a rib
chop.
Drip loss: Drip loss is the ratio of the amount of water lost from a muscle sample
over a period of time and the initial weight of the muscle sample. There are
different methods to evaluate drip loss.
NPPC colour score: Score determined by comparison to Meat Colour Samples
from using the NPPC colour standards.
Japanese Colour Score: Score of a meat sample determined by comparison to
Meat Colour Samples from the Japanese Colour Scale (1 to 6).
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Users must tab through each box to the next row in order to save their
data. The data will be “ghosted” (fade from black to grey) once it is
saved in the database. There are two icons at the beginning of each row.
Users can click on the red X mark to delete a meat quality record for an animal that was
previously saved in the database. The second icon is to unlock the record so that meat
quality data can be edited after it is saved in the database.
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Section 18: Locations
The Locations entry screen in eFarm is used to enter the location of an animal and to
change a herd for sows, boars and gilts in eFarm. If the herd letters are entered and the ID
type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters are prefixed to the tattoo so you can enter a tattoo
such as 1805S. Users have to select an ID Type and the number of rows needed from the
drop down menus before clicking on ‘Continue’.

Users enter the pig’s tattoo or within herd ID, herd where the pig is located, date the pig
was moved, location information (barn, room and pen) and reason for the location
change. A comment may be entered if desired.

Users must tab through each box to the next row in order to save their data. The
data will be “ghosted” (fade from black to grey) once it is saved in the database.
Users may click on the red X icon at the beginning of the row to delete a
location record for an animal.
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Section 19: Cull Animals
The Cull Animals application in eFarm can be used to enter culling information for sows,
boars and gilts in a herd. A cull animal is an animal that is being removed from the herd
based on specific criteria. Users select their herd from the drop down menu. All other
fields are optional. If the herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd
letters are prefixed to the tattoo so that users can enter a tattoo such as 1805S. If a cull
date is entered, it will be used as a default but it can be edited.

Users have to enter the culled animal’s tattoo or within herd ID, the date the animal was
culled, the reason for culling and a comment if desired.

Users must tab through each box to the next row in order to save their
data. The data will be “ghosted” (fade from black to grey) once it is saved
in the database. Users may click on the red X icon at the beginning of the row to delete a
culling record for an animal. Once the information is entered and saved in the database,
when users search for these animals using Pigs On The Web or eFarm, a tombstone
will appear as an icon next to the pig’s ID. Users can click on the tombstone to see the
culling details.
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Section 20: Mortality
The Mortality application in eFarm is meant for entering mortality information for sows,
boars and gilts. The herd letters and death date are optional. Users simply select the ID
type for animals they would like to enter on the second page of the Mortality application
and then they click on ‘Continue’. If the herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to
Tattoo, the herd letters are prefixed to the tattoo so that users can enter a tattoo such as
1805S. All individual data can be entered on the next page

Users enter the pig’s tattoo number or within herd ID, date the pig died, the approximate
weight of the pig, the reason the pig died and if the pig was euthanized or not. Users may
also wish to enter a comment for future reference. Users must tab through each box to
the next row to save the data in the previous row. The data will be “ghosted” once it is
saved in the database. Users may click on the red X icon at the beginning of the
row to delete a mortality record. Once the information is entered and saved in
the database, when users search for these animals using Pigs On The Web or
eFarm, a tombstone
will appear as an icon next to the pig’s ID. Users can click on
the tombstone to see the mortality details.
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Section 21: Litter Mortality
The Litter Mortality application in eFarm is used to enter mortality information for
piglets that haven’t yet been tagged or tattooed and that have not yet been weaned. Users
select the ID type and the number of rows they would like to have on the second page.
All individual data is entered on the next page after users click on
Note: If a piglet that dies has been previously tattooed or has an individual within herd
ID, users should use the Mortality application instead.

Users must enter the sow tattoo or the sow within herd ID, litter date (date on which the
litter was born), the cause of death, the death date, the number of piglets affected, the
total weight in kilograms of the dead piglets and a comment if desired.

Users must tab through each box to the next row to save the data in the previous row.
The data will be “ghosted” once it is saved in the database. Users may click on
the red X icon at the beginning of the row to delete a litter mortality record for a
sow. Once the information is entered and saved in the database, when users
search for the sow using Pigs On The Web or eFarm, a tombstone
will appear as an
icon next to the sow’s ID. Users can click on the tombstone to see the entered mortality
details.
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Section 22: Sale
The Sale application in eFarm is used to sales information for animals sold to other herds.
If the herd letters are entered and the ID type is set to Tattoo, the herd letters are prefixed
to the tattoo so that users can enter a tattoo such as 1805S. The entry of the sale date is
optional on the main page of the Sale application in eFarm.

Users must enter the animal’s tattoo or within herd ID, the sale date, the selling price of
the animal, the buyers and a comment if desired.

Users must tab through each box to the next row to save the data in the previous row.
The data will be “ghosted” once it is saved in the database. Users may click on
the red X icon at the beginning of the row to delete a sale record for an animal.
Once the information is entered and saved in the database, when users search
for the animal using Pigs On The Web or eFarm, a tombstone
will appear as an icon
next to the animal’s ID. Users can click on the tombstone to see the sale details.
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How to use “Find a pig” to make lists and rank by EBVs

1. Select the herd in “Pigs on the Web”

2. Select the EBV data that you would like to report.

3. Sort the EBV list by clicking on the data you would like to sort
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Look up a pig pedigree

1. Mouse over “Pigs” 2. Select “Find a Pig”

3. Enter the pig tattoo number.
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4. Click on the tree icon to the right of the Tattoo number. (Indicates “Family Tree”)

5. Choose how many generations you would like to view.
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Mating Plan - eFarm

1. Tools/Computer Dating/Group Mating.

2. Enter list of Sows and Boars.

3. Press “Go”.

